NOTES

Guardians and Guardian Leadership,

The following is a synopsis of what detailers, placement and ECM contribute to the NSF community in Millington. Don’t hesitate to call us with questions:

- MA Detailers: advocate for Sailors, placing personnel in billets based off of sea/shore rotation, priority billets available, qualifications and program requirements needed to be met on behalf of the Sailor.
- MA Rating Evaluator and Placement Officer: command advocates in the detailing process and act as the Manning Control Authorities’ agent. They monitor deployment readiness by UIC, track distributable manning by rating, and set MNA with MCA-directed priorities monthly.
- Enlisted Community Manager: maintains balance of the MA enlisted community to include new accessions, promotions, retirements, separations, and conversions.

*NAVADMIN 132/20 authorizing extensions and HYT waivers expires on 30SEP20.

Stay safe and Press on,
LCCR Ro
MA_ECM@navy.mil
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